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ABSTRACT
The FUL (featurally underspecified lexicon) model of automatic
speech recognition is based on the representation of words in the
lexicon with underspecified distinctive features. The speech signal
is converted from the waveform into an online spectral
representation made up of formants and a few parameters describing
the overall spectral shape. These LPC and spectral parameters are
converted into distinctive phonological features which, in turn, are
compared with all entries in the lexicon. No classification into
segments, syllables, or spectral templates is used for the selection of
words from the lexicon. Comparison of signal features with those
stored in the lexicon uses a ternary system of matching, no-
mismatching, and mismatching features. Matching features increase
the scoring for potential word candidates, no-mismatching features
do not exclude candidates and only mismatching features lead to the
rejection of word candidates. The word candidates are expanded to
include word hypotheses, even without further acoustic evidence,
and are used in the phonological and syntactic parsing that operates
in parallel with the acoustic front-end.

1. THEORY
The speech signal of the same phonetic segment varies across
dialects and speakers — within speakers in certain segmental and
prosodic contexts, and even for the same speaker and context with
repetition, speaking rate, emotional state, microphones, etc. Not
surprisingly, speech recognition with simple spectral template
matching has failed consistently. Any variation in the signal leads to
variation of the spectra that are compared to the stored templates.
Only statistical approaches like Hidden Markov Models based on
large training sets have led to acceptable results, but are still
speaker and transmission-line dependent or operate only with a
restricted vocabulary, syntax, and semantics.

Human listeners seem to be unconcerned by adverse acoustical
conditions and are able to resolve a wide range of variations like
assimilations and deletions with apparent ease. Ambiguities in the
signal, whether they come from random noise or whether they are
linguistic in nature, like cliticizations of words or assimilations are
the norm rather than the exception in natural language. Human
listeners, however, appear not to be worried by adverse acoustic
conditions and indeed, handle “variations” in the signal with ease.
Language comprehension experiments [1, 2] have shown that

listeners extract certain acoustic characteristics reliably but do not
match acoustic details with the lexicon. Rather, the experimental
results are best explained with the assumption that lexical access
involves mapping the acoustic signal to an underspecified featural
representation.

For example, the assimilation of a coronal sound (e.g. /n/) to a
following labial place of articulation (like [b] in “Where could Mr.
Bean be?”) often results in the production of a labial (i.e. “Bea[m]
be”). The reverse is not true, that is, a labial sound does not
assimilate to a coronal place of articulation (i.e., “la[m]e duck” does
not become “la[n]e duck”). Simple articulatory mechanics cannot
account for such behaviour because an articulatory assimilation
would operate in both directions. An explanation can be given by
assuming that coronal sounds are underspecified for place, whereas
labial and dorsals are not: the labial place of articulation spreads to
the preceding coronal sound (if the language has regressive
assimilation) because that sound is not specified for place. On the
other hand, the specification of a labial place prevents the place
features of an adjacent sound from overriding this information.
Consequently, coronal sounds can become labial (or dorsal), but
labial (or dorsal) sound cannot change their place.

This explanation is straightforward for speech production, but
what about speech perception? How can a realisation of “gree[m]” in
a labial context (like “bag”) or “gree[N]” in a dorsal context (like
“grass”) lead to the access of the word “green” in the lexicon?
Normally, “gree[m]” and “gree[N]” are nonwords in English. And,
at the same time, how should a mechanism be constructed to allow
the activation of the word “bean” as well as “beam” if the acoustic
input is “bea[m]”, when “bean” is a word of the language? Human
listeners handle these asymmetries (and many other assimilatory
effects) within and across words without noticing it, as reaction-time
experiments have shown [4]. The solution to these seemingly
contradictory requirements can be obtained (i) by assuming an
underspecified representation in the lexicon, where certain features
(like the place feature [coronal]) are not stored in the lexicon (in
speech production, segments with unspecified place are generated
with the feature coronal by default) and (ii) by postulating a ternary
matching logic in the signal-to-lexical mapping.
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig.1 displays the general layout of the FUL system. The speech
signal is converted into distinctive phonological features. The
conversion operates speaker-independently and without prior
training. This module is described in [3]. Once the features are
extracted the system never re-evaluates the acoustic signal, i.e. there
is no close phonetic investigation of the signal to verify or falsify
word hypotheses. The extracted features are compared with the
stored feature sets of the 50000 base form word lexicon whenever
the set of computed features changes. This lexicon contains
segmental, morphological, semantic, and other information for each
word, but for the comparison with the information computed from
the acoustic front-end only their representation by phonological
features is used. That is, a word like “bean” is represented with
three slots of feature sets:

b i n
[cons] [vocalic] [cons]
[labial] [nasal]
[voice]

[high]

This comparison between the features from the signal and the
features stored in the lexicon uses a ternary logic that is described in
§2.1. This process handles within and across word assimilations and
can deal with a certain number of dialectal variants. The entire word
is activated as a possible candidate if the feature sets of the initial
part of a word do not mismatch with the feature sets computed from
the signal. Furthermore, morphosyntactic variants of the activated
words are generated by rule without acoustic evidence. This process
can handle certain reductions and deletions that are common in
fluent speech. Additionally, the initial part of a word obtains a
higher weighting than the later parts (compounds are mostly stored
as individual words with an appropriate marker).

To repeat, acoustic evidence is transformed into a set of speaker
independent distinctive features that activate word candidates.
These word candidates generate word hypotheses without specific
acoustic evidence. The subsequent extracted sets of distinctive
features reject mismatching word candidates and hypotheses. In
addition, if the sequence of already processed feature sets complies
with at least one complete word candidate, another set of new word
candidates is activated.

All word hypotheses together with their stored linguistic
information are fed into the syntactic and phonological parser that
uses additional prosodic and other information. The other
information sources are not used to find word candidates in the
lexicon but are used to exclude unlikely candidates on a higher level
of processing. These ‘higher’ level modules of the system operate in
parallel with the acoustic front-end and lexical access. That is, the
system does not wait until a possible word is recognised by the
acoustic front-end, but operates with incomplete acoustic
information. These ‘higher’ levels of processing are not described in
this paper, which restricts itself to the description of the matching
process and the word hypotheses formation.
2.1. The matching procedure

The distinctive features extracted from the speech signal are
compared to those sets stored in the lexicon. The feature sets are
computed every millisecond from the signal and are compared to the
lexicon whenever the computed feature set changes. (The
construction of the signal-to-feature conversion ensures that
individual features change synchronously, i.e., transitional states
from feature set ‘A’ to feature set ‘B’ are removed by this logic; see
[3] for details.) The matching logic generates match, no mismatch,
and mismatch conditions that are explained below.

The match condition can only occur if both the signal and the
lexicon have the same features. This condition is used for scoring
the word candidates and includes a correction formula to account for
feature sets of different sizes.

Mismatch occurs if the signal and the lexicon have contradictory
features. A mismatch excludes a word from the list of possible word
candidates. Mismatching features can be either contradictory in both
directions (e.g. [high] and [low] mismatch, independent of which is
extracted from the signal and which is stored in the lexicon) or they
can be underspecified in the lexicon but are extracted from the
signal. For example, any one of the place features [labial], [dorsal],
or [coronal] can be extracted from the signal, but only [labial] and
[dorsal] are stored in the lexicon. If the feature [coronal] is extracted
from the signal then it mismatches with the features [labial] and
[dorsal]; for example, if the features extracted from the signal
conform to the sequence of segments [bin] then the word candidate
/bim/ (“beam”) is rejected, as laid out in §1. The other way round,
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the signal feature [labial] does not mismatch with an underspecified
coronal sound; that is, the signal [grim] does not deactivate /grin/
(“green”).

A no mismatch situation occurs (i) if no feature is extracted from
the signal that is stored in the lexicon, or (ii) if a feature is extracted
from the signal that is not stored in the lexicon. Case (i), when no
feature is computed from the signal but features are available in the
lexicon, does not lead to a rejection of candidates. The signal simply
does not contradict a candidate, but neither does the matching score
of a candidate increase. Case (ii) is exactly the case for lexical
features like [coronal] or [abrupt], neither of which are stored in the
lexicon. If a place feature like [labial] or [dorsal] is extracted from
the signal, it does not mismatch with a coronal sound in the lexicon.
Coronals get a lower score than the labials (or dorsals), which obtain
a match, but coronals are not excluded. They remain active as
assimilatory variants.

The system counts the number of matching features for each
frame, i.e., each time a feature set computed from the signal has
changed. The scoring of the consecutive frames gives the word score
and its ranking in the list of possible candidates. Feature sets at the
beginning of a (stored) word gain a higher weighting than non-initial
feature sets; the weight is computed by an exponential decaying
function. The set of all word candidates is the lexical cohort that is
used to generate word hypotheses.

2.2. The lexical cohort
The features that are extracted from the signal are compared to all
entries in the lexicon, as soon as they are available. No segmentation
or grouping into syllable units is performed. All word candidates
that match with the initial feature set are activated, together with
their phonological, morphological, syntactic, and other information.
That is, an initial feature set [consonantal] [labial] [nasal] activates
not only all words beginning with an [m] but also words beginning
with [n], [p] and others (with a ranking of [m] > [n] [p] [pf] > [b] [f]
> [t] [v] > [d]). The consecutively incoming feature sets deactivate
word candidates from the cohort that have mismatching feature sets.
In other words, the system overgenerates possible word candidates
but does not include impossible word candidates. The rationale
behind this mechanism is to include possible variants of sounds (e.g.
the vowel /a/ could be pronounced as an [æ] or even as /e/) but to
exclude variants that will not occur (e.g. the vowel /a/ is never
produced as an [i]).

The activated word candidates that fulfill the acoustic criteria of
the signal also generate possible morphosyntactic variants without
having acoustic evidence for them. For example, the feature
sequence that is appropriate to activate the word “fang” (catch) in
German also activates the word forms “fange 1.PRES.SG.” (catch),
“fangen 1.PRES.PL.” (catch), and even the separable verbs such as
“an-fangen” (to begin) or “um-fangen” (to encircle). These words
are used to generate syntactic phrase hypotheses without waiting for
further acoustic evidence. For example, the acoustic information that
conforms to the (partial) phrase “ich fang” (I catch IMP.) (which is
not grammatical) also generates the sentence hypotheses “ich fange”
(I catch 1.PRES.SG.) and “ich fange an” (I start 1.PRES.SG.), among
others. This has many advantages. For instance, many word final
morphological markers in running speech are not pronounced. The
three German phrases “Fang an! IMP.SG.” (start!), “Ich fang[@] an.
1.PRES.SG.” (I begin.) and “Wir fang[@n] an. 1.PRES.PL.” (We
begin.) are usually all pronounced [...faN@n] without any acoustic
evidence for the [@] or [@n].1 The recognition system does not need
to look for any acoustic trace in the signal for a schwa of

“fange/fangen”; rather it generates these word hypotheses from the
available acoustic data. Consequently, these forms of reductions and
deletions are handled by the system without storing variants in the
lexicon.

In sum, the FUL (featurally underspecified lexicon) model of
automatic speech recognition has the following crucial
characteristics. The lexicon consists of words or rather morphemes
whose phonological representation is underspecified. Each word has
an unique phonological representation - i.e. no word-variants are
listed. The speech signal is converted from the waveform into an
online spectral representation made up of formants and a few
parameters describing the overall spectral shape. These LPC and
spectral parameters are converted into distinctive phonological
features which, in turn, are directly compared with all entries in the
lexicon. No classification into segments, syllables, or spectral
templates is used for the selection of words from the lexicon. A
ternary matching procedure constrains the list of word candidates
which are fed directly into the phonological and syntactic parser.
Matching features increase the scoring for potential word
candidates, no-mismatching features do not exclude candidates, and
only mismatching features lead to the rejection of word candidates.
The word candidates are expanded to include word hypotheses, even
without complete acoustic evidence. These are fed to the
phonological and syntactic parser which operates in parallel with the
acoustic front-end. The system is speaker independent and to a large
extent independent of microphone and transmission line conditions.
No training is required, and last but not the least, the system is
adaptable to other languages when the lexical representations are
based on their phonological systems.
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NOTES
1. This behaviour is actually predicted by an underspecified
representation: the schwa has no features other than [dorsal] and the
/n/ is [consonantal] and [nasal] – these two features blend with the
preceding /N/, which is [consonantal][nasal][dorsal], i.e. no
information about features is lost by this assimilation. On the other
hand, an /s/ following the /N/ as in “du fäng[s]t an” (you start) is not
deleted; the feature [strident] of the /s/ does clash with the feature
[nasal] of the /N/ and, hence, cannot merge with the preceding
sound.
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